#904 The Second Babel’s One Language and One Speech – The Battle of the Minds: The
Mind Which Hath Wisdom in Revelation 17:09 vs. These Have One Mind in Revelation
17:13
The battle of the minds. We shouldn’t allow the comparison of “the battle of the minds” in
Revelation 17:09-13 to pass us by. In Unsealing #883, we saw that Benjamin Franklin was
ordained by the Lord to be the ironic counterfeit of “the mind which hath wisdom” of Revelation
17:09. It is ironic because “the mind which hath wisdom” is in the context of prophetically
identifying the Beast, the Eighth Kingdom, while Benjamin Franklin – as the American mind
which had human wisdom – was playing major roles in creating the Beast, the Eighth Kingdom.
Obviously, we can now add Thomas Jefferson to Benjamin Franklin as concerns “the mind
which hath wisdom” in the creation of the United States. This is especially true since Jefferson
is connected to the latter end of the passage with “these have one mind.”
Key Understanding: The battle of the minds. We can see “the battle of the minds” in
Revelation 17:09-13. In Revelation 17:09 we see “here is the mind which hath wisdom.” In
truth, the Revelation 17:09 “mind which hath wisdom” is speaking of those who have
received revelation and wisdom from the Lord about those in Revelation 17:13 who are of
“one mind” against the Lord. Benjamin Franklin and Thomas Jefferson represent “these
have one mind” in Revelation 17:13, though they are attached to Revelation 17:09 and “the
mind which hath wisdom” as counterfeits.

The Battle of the Minds
Revelation 17:09-13 (KJV) And here is THE MIND WHICH
HATH WISDOM. The seven heads are seven mountains, on
which the woman sitteth.
10 And there are seven kings: five are fallen, and one is, and the
other is not yet come; and when he cometh, he must continue a
short space.
11 And THE BEAST that was,
representing
and is not, even he IS THE
“the mind which hath wisdom”
EIGHTH, and is of the seven,
Revelation 17:9
The Thinker, representing
and
goeth
into
perdition.
“these have one mind”
12 And the TEN HORNS [Bill of Rights] which thou sawest are
Revelation 17:13
TEN KINGS, which have received no kingdom as yet; but
receive power as kings one hour with the beast.
13 THESE [the crowned Bill of Rights, representing “the
people”] HAVE ONE MIND [one purpose, surrounding Thomas
Jefferson’s proclamation, “I have sworn upon the altar of God
eternal hostility against every form of tyranny over the mind
of man”], and shall give their power and strength unto the
beast.
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[We the People, represented by the Bill of Rights, give their power – “people power” – to the
Beast, America. They are of “one language” and “one speech,” to Make the World Safe for
Democracy.]
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